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Eco-Friendly Electronic Labeling System

K-Sun Corporation’s new GREEN MACHINE® and MaxiLabel® Pro Ver. 3.0
Windows® Labeling Software is a technologically advanced and environmentally
friendly label printer system for laboratory, clinical and research professionals who
need to design and print professional pressure-sensitive labels in-house and ondemand.
The K-Sun Green Machine® is an ideal solution for hundreds of applications such as
vials, tubes, straws, slides, well plates, tissue samples, Petri dishes, bottles, charts,
sample containers, test labeling, carts, shelves, cabinets, lab supplies, cage cards,
equipment, training, color-coding and more. A special laboratory and medical
symbols library is available for custom applications.
The Green Machine® is a robust label, heat-shrink tube and bar code labeling
printer with advanced features including a large, high-intensity backlit display for
use in all lighting conditions. It also has innovative new hot keys for instant
selection of type styles and point sizes, 12 Euro/Latin language prompts and hot
key, and the exclusive PEELGUARD® electronic tape trimmer that rounds label
corners on demand, creating more permanent and professional-looking labels. The
Green Machine® is available in PC or standalone models.
The Green Machine® and supplies are designed and built with energy conservation
and environmental compliance to the greatest extent possible, including the
distinguished European Union Eco-Design Directive (2009/125/EC). Used in the field
or on or desktop, the Green Machine® runs on standard AA batteries or an
international AC adapter--both included with the printer. For longer portable life,
special nickel hydride rechargeable batteries can be used.
Additional technological advances in the Green Machine® include time-saving hot
keys for making patch-panel, wire-wrap or flag labels for wire and cable
identification. Variable margin settings save wasted tape/space and provide
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maximum visual balance to label design.
Combined with K-Sun’s MaxiLabel® Pro Ver. 3 software, the Green Machine® offers
maximum power to create hundreds of ANSI safety, industrial and general office
symbols plus the ability to easily import custom images. Add-on symbols libraries
include Laboratory/Medical, Electrical, and Homeland Security.
The K-Sun Green Machine® is a unique blend of innovative electronic labeling
features that reduce cost and label waste, and provides ergonomic design for easy
text entry and label creation plus offers energy efficiency and recycled parts and
packaging.
For more information, visit www.ksun.com [1]
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